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Purpose: To assess generalized (GD) and focal ellipsoid zone disruption (FD) in patients 
with symptomatic vitreomacular adhesion (sVMA) using spectral domain optical coherence 
tomography (SD-OCT) following ocriplasmin.
Patients and methods: OZONE was a Phase 4, retrospective study of patients with sVMA 
treated with a single intravitreal injection of ocriplasmin (0.125 mg). Data from adult patients with 
at least 6-month follow-up after ocriplasmin were included. SD-OCT was performed at baseline 
(within 30 days before ocriplasmin), before Day 21 post-injection (early observation, EO), and by 
last observation (LO) which was maximally 6 months post-injection. The main outcome measure 
was the development of new and the evolution of existing FD/GD at EO and LO.
Results: The study enrolled 134 eyes/patients from 22 sites in the USA. At baseline, 87 eyes 
(64.9%) had FD, 21 eyes (15.7%) had GD and 26 eyes (19.4%) had no FD/GD. Among the 
eyes without FD/GD at baseline, 13 (50%) and 8 (30.8%) developed FD or GD, respectively, 
by EO. By LO, FD/GD improvement or resolution was seen in >80% of these eyes. Among 
the eyes with FD/GD at baseline, <40% had improving/resolving EZ integrity at LO. The 
absence of FD/GD at baseline was associated with less persistent FD/GD at LO (P<0.0005). 
The presence of FD with MH at baseline was associated with persistent FD at LO (P=0.027).
Conclusion: The fact that a large majority of eyes had FD/GD prior to ocriplasmin was 
unexpected and demonstrates that EZ disruptions are common in sVMA. This suggests that 
loss of EZ integrity may be part of the natural history of this disorder. It is hypothesized that 
the status of the EZ at baseline is a contributing, ocriplasmin independent modulator of 
subsequent EZ changes after ocriplasmin. Prospective analyses which include a sham control 
group would be required to test this hypothesis.
Keywords: symptomatic vitreomacular adhesion, vitreomacular traction, spectral domain 
optical coherence tomography, macular hole

Introduction
Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) has allowed high-resolution 
assessment of anatomic retinal changes, including changes in the ellipsoid zone (EZ), 
which was previously referred to as the photoreceptor inner segment/outer segment (IS/ 
OS) junction.1,2 Disruption or absence of EZ integrity is indicative of damage to 
photoreceptors.3 Studies assessing changes in the EZ have demonstrated that this may 
be a predictor of poor visual acuity (VA) and increased severity in a variety of retinal 
diseases.4–7 Disruption of the EZ may be localized to the area corresponding to an 
anatomic lesion (“focal disruption,” FD), or may be more generalized (“generalized 
disruption,” GD).
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In 2012, ocriplasmin became the first commercially 
available pharmacologic option for the treatment of symp-
tomatic vitreomacular adhesion (sVMA).4,8 Studies inves-
tigating the use of ocriplasmin in sVMA have frequently 
identified changes in the EZ following treatment, with 
most cases resolving in the weeks to months after 
treatment.9–12

The Phase 4 Ocriplasmin Ellipsoid Zone Retrospective 
Data Collection (OZONE) study (NCT02193945) was 
designed to characterize anatomic changes in the retina, 
including the EZ, by SD-OCT, over 6 months after a single 
intravitreal injection of ocriplasmin in patients with 
sVMA.

Patients and Methods
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Investigators reviewed the medical records of patients to 
determine eligibility using the following criteria: aged 18 
years or older with a diagnosis of sVMA and at least 6 
months of follow-up following ocriplasmin treatment. 
Patients with epiretinal membrane (ERM) were not 
excluded. All patients had to have a pretreatment (base-
line) visit within 30 days prior to receiving a single intra-
vitreal injection of ocriplasmin (0.125 mg; 
ThromboGenics, Inc., Iselin, NJ) in the study eye. The 
frequency and timing of patient visits post-injection was 
at the discretion of the treating physician. Imaging with 
Spectralis® SD-OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Franklin, 
MA) was required to take place at least once within 30 
days before and at least twice after ocriplasmin injection. 
The first required post-treatment scan must have occurred 
from Days 1 to 21 after injection. The second required 
post-treatment scan must have occurred within 6 months 
after injection.

Patients were excluded from the study if they had been 
treated with ocriplasmin for medical conditions outside the 
product label or if they had other retinal conditions that 
could affect the vitreoretinal interface or lead to retinal 
atrophy.

Ellipsoid Zone (EZ) Assessments
A central reading center (CRC; Digital Angiography 
Reading Center, New York, NY) assessed baseline and 
follow-up SD-OCT images obtained for each patient as 
part of the study. Although sVMA and vitreomacular 
traction (VMT) were not differentiated in the protocol, 
the CRC noted the presence or absence of VMT at baseline 

and at later time points. The CRC used a specific, standar-
dized protocol for evaluating SD-OCT images for ana-
tomic changes in the retina, including GD and FD of the 
EZ, the development of subretinal fluid (SRF), resolution 
of VMA, the development of macular hole (MH) including 
full-thickness macular hole (FTMH), and MH changes 
(worsening or resolution) in those patients who had MH 
at baseline. GD was defined as loss of continuity of the EZ 
line on SD-OCT outside the area of an identified anatomic 
lesion. FD was defined as loss of continuity of the EZ line 
on SD-OCT limited to the area of a corresponding ana-
tomic lesion, such as FTMH, VMA, or sub- or intraretinal 
fluid. Example SD-OCT images are shown in Figure 1 and 
were collected at baseline from patients in OZONE. The 
top panel presents an image in which GD (no MH) was 
detected. In the bottom panel, an image in which FD (no 

Figure 1 Example SD-OCT images depicting ellipsoid zone disruptions prior to 
treatment with ocriplasmin. Panel (A) Example of an eye with generalized disrup-
tions of the ellipsoid zone. Arrows depict multiple areas of ellipsoid zone disruption 
not solely localized around a corresponding anatomic lesion. Panel (B) Example of 
an eye with focal disruption of the ellipsoid zone. Arrows depict areas of ellipsoid 
zone disruption localized around the area of vitreomacular traction.
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GD or MH) was detected is presented. Arrows depict areas 
of EZ disruption.

Study Endpoints
The originally planned primary endpoint of the study was 
the proportion of eyes with new-onset GD or FD by Day 
21 after injection. However, the majority of eyes already 
had GD or FD at baseline (before ocriplasmin treatment). 
Therefore, at baseline and at all other times, eyes were 
categorized as having no disruption, having FD, or having 
GD. For eyes with no EZ disruptions at baseline, both 
newly emergent FD and/or GD were followed across 
time. For eyes with FD and no GD at baseline, FD was 
followed across time. For eyes with GD at baseline 
(regardless of FD status), GD was followed across time. 
For each eye, a series of SD-OCT images was present, and 
each image was compared with the previous image. The 
status of pre-existing or newly emergent FD/GD was fol-
lowed across time and was scored as resolved, improved, 
unchanged or worsened. Eyes in which FD/GD had wor-
sened could subsequently be scored as worsened then 
resolved or worsened then improved. Data are reported 
as early (EO) and last observation (LO) as described 
below.

Since the timing and frequency of patient visits was at 
the discretion of the treating physician, there was varia-
bility among patients in the number of SD-OCT scans 
obtained. All scans were analyzed and compared with the 
scan immediately preceding it. For EO, the last scan 
obtained on or before Day 21 is reported. For eyes with 
more than one post-baseline scan prior to Day 21, it was 
possible to assess if newly emergent FD/GD was improved 
by EO as the last scan could be compared to an earlier 
scan. Usable data for EO were not available for some 
patients either because the first post-ocriplasmin scan 
was done after Day 21 or because the early scan(s) were 
uninterpretable for FD or GD. For LO, the last scan 
obtained before 6 months post-injection, regardless of 
timing, is reported. Observations post-vitrectomy were 
excluded from the primary analysis. In eyes that under-
went vitrectomy, LO was defined as the last scan before 
vitrectomy (last observation carried forward).

Based on the originally planned primary endpoint, the 
development and evolution of GD and FD in the subgroup 
of eyes with neither FD nor GD (and thus without MH) at 
baseline was investigated. For the subgroups of eyes with 
either FD or GD at baseline, we investigated the evolution 

of FD/GD over time separately in eyes with and with-
out MH.

Several secondary endpoints included best corrected 
visual acuity (BCVA) at baseline, EO and LO. Adverse 
drug reactions (ADRs) and the presence of ocular symp-
toms were also analyzed. Investigators identified ADRs 
that started on or after the day of ocriplasmin injection 
during their retrospective review. ADRs were coded using 
the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities 
(MedDRA) version 18.0 and summarized by system 
organ class category and preferred term. In addition, the 
presence or absence of ocular symptoms on a solicited list 
of 19 terms was collected on the case report form. These 
terms do not necessarily correspond to MedDRA preferred 
terms.

Statistical Analyses
The analysis set used to perform all analyses consisted of 
all enrolled patients treated with ocriplasmin. Missing data 
were not imputed. Descriptive statistics were used to sum-
marize continuous variables, including the number of 
observations (n), mean (±standard deviation [SD]), median 
(interquartile range), and minimum/maximum. For catego-
rical variables, group frequencies and percentages were 
calculated. The Fisher's exact test was used to assess the 
possible relationship of MH at baseline on the persistence 
of FD/GD at LO. Persistent FD/GD was defined as FD/GD 
which was not improving or resolved at LO. This test was 
also used to assess the relationship of FD/GD at baseline 
on the persistence of FD/GD at LO. The change from 
baseline of BCVA at LO was compared between patients 
with and without disruption at baseline using a linear fixed 
effects model with normally distributed error and status at 
baseline as the independent variable. BCVA at EO and LO 
was compared using a linear mixed model with normally 
distributed error and included patient as a random effect 
and time (EO versus LO) as the independent variable. All 
computations were performed using SAS® 9.2 or higher 
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC) statistical software.

The study protocol was approved by Quorum Review 
(now Advarra) Institutional Review Board on 
24 June 2014 and the study was conducted according to 
Good Clinical Practice and the Declaration of Helsinki. 
All patients provided written informed consent and the 
study was conducted in compliance with the trial protocol. 
The authors do not intend to share individual deidentified 
participant data or other data outside that which is pre-
sented in this manuscript.
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Results
This retrospective study enrolled 134 patients/eyes from 22 
retina centers across the United States (a list of sites is 
included at the end of this paper). Data were collected 
from August 22, 2014, to April 8, 2015. Baseline demo-
graphic and ocular characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

At baseline, the majority of eyes had FD (± MH) 
without GD (87 eyes, 64.9%). Most eyes had VMT at 
baseline (122 eyes, 94.6%; 5 missing data). There was 
no clear relationship of VMT status with EZ status as 
VMT was absent at baseline in eyes with no FD/GD (2 
eyes), FD with MH (2 eyes), GD with MH (2 eyes) and 
GD without MH (1 eye).

By Day 28, sVMA resolved without surgery in 52.3% 
(67/128) and the rate of nonsurgical resolution of FTMH 
was 32.4% (12/37). At LO, the nonsurgical resolution 
rates were 61.9% (83/134) for sVMA and 32.5% (13/40) 
for FTMH.

A total of 26.1% (35/134) of patients underwent 
a vitrectomy during the study and the median time to 
vitrectomy was 64 days (range Day 6-Day 147). In 12 
eyes, vitrectomy was performed on or before Day 21. 
Reasons for vitrectomy included MH (33 patients), 
sVMA (6 patients), ERM (6 patients), retinal tear/detach-
ment (5 patients) and/or a combination of these. 
Vitrectomy was performed in 61.8% (21/34) of eyes with 
FD and MH at baseline which constituted 60.0% (21/35) 
of all vitrectomies done. The rate of vitrectomy was no 
greater than 20% in any other EZ baseline group.

The mean (SD) number of SD-OCT scans prior to EO 
was 1.28 (0.75) and before LO was 3.51 (1.68). The mean 
(SD) time of LO was Day 114 (61) irrespective of vitrect-
omy and the range was Day 6 to Day 211. Excluding eyes 
which had a vitrectomy, the mean (SD) time of LO was 
Day 138 (50) and the range was Day 14 to Day 211. Of 
eyes without vitrectomy, 84 of 99 eyes (84.8%) had LO at 
Day 90 or later.

EZ Disruption
No Disruption at Baseline (Figure 2)
Of the 26 eyes with no disruption of the EZ at baseline, 23 
eyes had data for FD status at EO and approximately half 
(N=12, 52.2%) of these eyes were unchanged from base-
line with regard to FD status (no new FD). In 2 eyes 
(8.7%), FD had developed but was improving by EO. In 
an additional 9 eyes (39.1%), FD had developed but was 
not improving.

At LO, FD had never been detected (Unchanged) in 13 
eyes (50.0%). In the 13 eyes in which FD had been 
detected at some time following ocriplasmin, FD had 
resolved in 5 eyes (19.2%) and improved in 6 eyes 
(23.1%). In 2 eyes (7.7%), FD had developed and was 
not improving by LO.

Of the 26 eyes with no disruption of the EZ at baseline, 
24 eyes had data for GD at EO which showed that 16 eyes 
(66.7%) were unchanged from baseline (no new GD). In 1 
eye (4.2%), GD had developed but was improving. In 7 eyes 
(29.2%), GD had developed but was not improving at EO.

At LO, GD had never been detected in 18 eyes 
(69.2%). In the 8 eyes in which GD was detected at 
some time following ocriplasmin, GD was resolved in 3 
eyes (11.5%) and improved in 4 eyes (15.4%). In 1 eye 
(3.8%), GD had developed following ocriplasmin and was 
not improving at LO.

Of the 26 eyes with no disruption of the EZ at baseline, 
neither FD or GD developed in 11 eyes (42.3%) and both FD 

Table 1 Demographics and Baseline Ocular Characteristics in 
the Study Eye

Characteristic Ocriplasmin (N=134)

Female, n (%) 92 (68.7)

Race, n (%)

White 116 (86.6)

Black/African American 4 (3.0)
Asian 2 (1.5)

Hispanic 1 (0.7)

Other 11 (8.2)

Age (years) at injection, mean (SD) 70.9 (8.4)

BCVA (ETDRS letter score)

Mean (SD) 57.4 (17.0)

Median (min, max) 61.0 (0,85)

Presence of ocular characteristics assessed by SD-OCT 
(evaluated by CRC), n (%)

FTMH 40 (29.9)

No disruption 26 (19.4)

Focal disruption alone 87 (64.9)
Generalized disruption 21 (15.7)

Subretinal fluid (N=133) 22 (16.5)

Epiretinal membrane 37 (27.6)

Note: Category subheadings are in bold. 
Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; CRC, central reading center; 
ETDRS, Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study; FTMH, full-thickness macular 
hole; max, maximum; min, minimum; SD, standard deviation; SD-OCT, spectral 
domain optical coherence tomography.
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and GD developed in 6 eyes (23.1%). By LO, both FD and GD 
had either resolved (3 eyes) or improved (2 eyes) in all but 1 
eye in which the single scan after detection of FD/GD showed 
no improvement and a vitrectomy was performed on Day 36.

FD at Baseline (Figure 3)
For eyes with FD at baseline (N=87), the results are described 
for eyes without (N=53) and with MH (N=34) separately.

Of the 53 eyes with FD without MH at baseline, EO 
data were available from 47 eyes. FD status did not change 
in almost half (N=23, 48.9%) of these eyes. FD was 
resolved in 2 eyes (4.3%), improved in 3 eyes (6.4%), 
worsened then improved in 4 eyes (8.5%), and worsened 
in 15 eyes (31.9%).

Of the 53 eyes with FD and without MH at baseline, 
LO data were available from 52 eyes. In 4 eyes (7.7%), FD 

had resolved and improved in 12 eyes (23.1%). FD had not 
changed in 14 eyes (26.9%), worsened then resolved in 7 
eyes (13.5%), worsened then improved in 9 eyes (17.3%), 
and worsened in 6 eyes (11.5%).

Of the 34 eyes with FD and MH at baseline, EO data 
were available from 31 eyes. In more than half of these eyes 
(N=17, 54.8%) FD had worsened at EO. In 12 eyes (38.7%), 
FD had not changed. In 1 eye (3.2%), FD had improved and, 
in 1 eye (3.2%) FD had worsened then improved at EO.

At LO, FD had worsened (N=11, 32.4%) or had not 
changed (N=11, 32.4%) in the majority of eyes with FD 
and MH at baseline. However, improvement in FD status 
was seen in some eyes. FD was resolved in 1 eye (2.9%) 
and improved in 3 eyes (8.8%) (compared to baseline). In 
8 eyes (23.5%), FD status had worsened at EO, but had 
improved by LO.

Figure 2 Percentage distributions of the ellipsoid zone status at early and last observation, prior to vitrectomy (if any), for the subgroup of patients without focal or 
generalized ellipsoid zone disruptions at baseline. Status with regard to focal, and generalized disruptions are shown in the left- and right-hand columns, respectively. The 
number of patients with readable scans is shown above each bar. Scans were unavailable or uninterpretable at EO for 3 eyes with FD and 2 eyes with GD. 
Abbreviations: EO, early observation; FD, focal disruption; GD, generalized disruption; LO, last observation.
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GD at Baseline (Figure 4)
For eyes with GD at baseline (N=21), results are described for 
eyes without (N=15) and with MH (N=6) separately. Of the 15 
eyes without MH, 5 (33.3%) did not also have FD at baseline.

For the eyes without MH, GD status either did not 
change (N=14, 93.3%) or had worsened (N=1, 6.7%) at 
EO. At LO, the GD status of most eyes without MH (11/ 
15, 73.3%) had not changed from baseline. However, 3 
eyes (20.0%) had an improved GD status compared to 
baseline, and 1 eye (6.7%) had improved after initially 
worsening. The GD status of all 5 eyes with GD without 
FD at baseline remained unchanged at EO and LO.

For eyes with GD and MH, GD status remained the 
same except for 1 eye in which GD status was found to 
be worsened at LO but not at EO (compared to 
baseline).

Persistence of Disruption at LO
Of the 86 eyes with FD (± MH) at baseline, 42 eyes 
(48.8%) had persistent FD (unchanged without improve-
ment/resolution or worsened without improvement/resolu-
tion) at LO. Of the 21 eyes with GD (± MH) at baseline, 
17 eyes (81.0%) had persistent GD at LO. Of the 26 eyes 
without disruption at baseline, 2 eyes (7.7%) had persistent 
FD and 1 eye (3.8%) had persistent GD at LO. Fisher's 
exact tests indicated that the absence of FD/GD at baseline 
was associated with less persistent FD or GD at LO 
(P<0.0005).

Of the 52 eyes with FD without MH at baseline, 20 
eyes (38.5%) had persistent FD at LO. Of the 34 eyes with 
FD and MH at baseline, 22 eyes (64.7%) had persistent FD 
at LO. Fisher's exact test demonstrated the persistence of 
FD to be higher in eyes with MH (P=0.027).

Figure 3 Percentage distributions of the ellipsoid zone status at early and last observation, prior to vitrectomy (if any), for the subgroup of patients with focal ellipsoid zone 
disruptions at baseline. Status for patients without and with macular hole at baseline are shown in the left- and right-hand columns, respectively. The number of patients with 
readable scans is shown above each bar. Scans were unavailable or uninterpretable at EO for 5 eyes with no MH and for 3 eyes with MH. 
Abbreviations: EO, early observation; FD, focal disruption; LO, last observation; MH macular hole.
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Of the 15 eyes with GD without MH at baseline, 11 
eyes (73.3%) had persistent GD at LO. All (100%) of the 6 
eyes with GD and MH at baseline had persistent GD at 
LO. The presence of MH was not associated with greater 
persistence of GD (P=0.281).

BCVA
As noted in Table 1, the mean (SD) BCVA was 57.4 (17.0) 
letters at baseline. At EO, mean BCVA was 57.9 (17.5) 
letters and at LO, had increased to 61.3 (19.9) letters for 
all eyes including those for which LO was followed by 
vitrectomy. These were not significantly different from 
baseline.

In eyes that did not undergo vitrectomy, the mean 
BCVA at LO was 68.1 (14.4) letters, which constituted 
a 7.95 (13.7) letter increase from baseline. In eyes without 

FD or GD at baseline which did not undergo vitrectomy, the 
mean BCVA at LO was 76.0 (7.2) letters, which constituted 
a 10.9 (13.3) letter increase from baseline. In eyes with 
disruption (FD and/or GD) at baseline which did not 
undergo vitrectomy, the mean BCVA at LO was 65.5 
(15.3) letters which constituted a 7.1 (13.9) letter increase 
from baseline. There was a significant difference between 
eyes with and without disruption at baseline in the mean 
number of letters at LO (P=0.0017); however, the change 
from baseline was not significant between these two groups.

Adverse Drug Reactions and Ocular Symptoms
During the course of the study, 45 of 134 patients (33.6%) 
experienced at least one ADR in the study eye (Table 2). 
The most frequently reported adverse reactions, irrespec-
tive of vitrectomy, were vitreous floaters (12.7% of 

Figure 4 Percentage distributions of the ellipsoid zone status at early and last observation, prior to vitrectomy (if any), for the subgroup of patients with generalized ellipsoid 
zone disruptions at baseline. Status for patients without and with macular hole are shown in the left- and right-hand columns, respectively. The number of patients with 
readable scans is shown above each bar. Scans were unavailable or uninterpretable at EO for 2 eyes with MH. 
Abbreviations: EO, early observation; Abbreviations: GD, generalized disruption; LO, last observation; MH macular hole.
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patients), reduced VA (10.4% of patients), SRF (9.0% of 
patients), and photopsia (flashing lights, flashing vision, 
8.2% of patients). No cases of endophthalmitis or vitreor-
etinal dehiscence were reported.

Table 3 lists the most frequently reported ocular symp-
toms, the reporting of which was solicited using a list of 
19 terms which do not correspond to the MedDRA terms 
used for ADR collection. For symptoms starting at or after 
ocriplasmin treatment, the most common were vitreous 
floaters (31.3%), decreased VA (23.9%), photopsia 
(23.9%), and eye pain/ocular discomfort (21.6%). At the 
end of the follow-up period, ocular symptoms were 
resolved in 23 of 42 patients with floaters (54.8%) and in 
14 of 32 patients with decreased VA (43.8%). By LO, 
photopsia resolved for 25 of 32 patients (78.1%), and 
eye pain/ocular discomfort resolved for 26 of 29 
patients (89.7%).

Discussion
EZ disruptions have been reported in patients receiving ocri-
plasmin for the treatment of sVMA. Some hypothesize that 
pharmacologic alteration of the vitreoretinal interface may 
exacerbate traction and could potentially increase EZ 
disruption.10,11,13 The OZONE study was conducted to further 
characterize changes in the retina, including the EZ, over 
a maximum 6-month period following injection of 
ocriplasmin.

As noted, the originally planned primary endpoint of 
the study was the proportion of eyes with new-onset GD or 
FD by Day 21 after injection with ocriplasmin. The finding 
that more than 80% of eyes in the study had FD (64.9%) 
or GD (19.4%) at baseline was unexpected. At the time 
this study was designed, reports of EZ disruptions follow-
ing treatment with ocriplasmin were numerous,9–13 but an 
association of EZ disruptions with untreated sVMA had 
not yet been described. The finding that the majority of 
eyes in this study had EZ disruptions before ocriplasmin 
treatment suggests that disruptions of the EZ are common 
in the natural history of sVMA. If EZ disruptions are 
common in sVMA in the absence of treatment with ocri-
plasmin, disease-related EZ disruptions cannot be ruled 
out as a contributing factor in the EZ disruptions seen 
following ocriplasmin. This does not imply that ocriplas-
min cannot produce disruptions of the EZ, only that dis-
ease-related disruptions may modulate EZ disruptions 
resulting from the administration of ocriplasmin. In order 
to assess the role of natural history in the development and 
progress of EZ disruptions in sVMA, prospective studies 
that include sham control groups would be required, but 
may be ethically challenging to conduct.

Lavine et al examined quantitative changes in EZ- 
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) volume in eyes with 
persistent VMT and in those patients who had VMT 
released following ocriplasmin treatment in the prospec-
tive ORBIT study.16 Both groups had decreased EZ-RPE 
volumes at week 1 which had recovered to near baseline 
levels by the final visit. Although volume losses were 
numerically greater at week 1 and recovery was greater 
by the final visit in patients with VMT release, there were 
no significant differences between the groups. Similar, but 
not significantly greater differences in total macular EZ 
attenuation were seen between the two groups at week 1 
and at the final visit after ocriplasmin treatment. This study 
suggests that transient changes in the EZ occur after ocri-
plasmin and that the level of initial change and subsequent 
recovery are similar irrespective of whether VMT is 
released. While the findings of this study strongly suggest 
that ocriplasmin produces changes in the EZ, it did not 
address the role of disruptions in the EZ before ocriplas-
min in the course of EZ disruptions after ocriplasmin.

The OZONE study took a qualitative approach and exam-
ined if disruptions of the EZ were present before ocriplasmin 
and how they changed over time. The finding that the pre-
sence of EZ disruptions prior to ocriplasmin treatment is 
predictive of persistent EZ disruptions at LO suggest that 

Table 2 Summary of Adverse Drug Reactions in the Study Eye 
Reported by 2 or More Patients. Adverse Drug Reactions are 
Events for Which There is a Reasonable Possibility of a Causal 
Relationship Between the Retrospectively Identified Event and 
Ocriplasmin

Preferred Term Ocriplasmin (N=134); n (%)

Vitreous floaters 17 (12.7)

Visual acuity reduced 14 (10.4)

Subretinal fluid 12 (9.0)
Photopsia 11 (8.2)

Visual impairment 6 (4.5)

Eye pain 6 (4.5)
Conjunctival hemorrhage 4 (3.0)

Ocular hyperemia 4 (3.0)
Vitreous detachment 4 (3.0)

Cataract 3 (2.2)

Chromatopsia 3 (2.2)
Photophobia 3 (2.2)

Intraocular pressure increased 3 (2.2)

Macular hole 2 (1.5)
Retinal detachment 2 (1.5)
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the status of the EZ at baseline is at least a contributing and an 
ocriplasmin independent factor to subsequent changes in the 
EZ after ocriplasmin. In addition, of the 26 eyes that did not 
have disruptions of the EZ at baseline, 8 eyes had neither 
a vitrectomy nor FD or GD detected at any time after ocri-
plasmin. Of these 8 eyes, ocriplasmin produced VMT release 
in 5 eyes (62.5%) suggesting that neither sVMA, nor ocri-
plasmin treatment, nor VMT release is always accompanied 
by disruptions of the EZ.

The data presented suggest that eyes with FD which also 
have an MH at baseline are more likely to have persistent 
(non-improved or resolved) FD at LO than eyes with FD and 
no MH. This same relationship was not found to be statisti-
cally significant for eyes with GD. However, this may be due 
to the small sample size of the GD population. While ~25% 
of eyes with GD without MH at baseline had either resolved 
or improved GD at LO, all eyes with GD and MH had 
persistent GD at LO, suggesting that MH may also be asso-
ciated with a poorer prognosis of improvement of GD.

Given expectations when the study was designed, we 
could not select patients to power analyses sufficiently in 
each baseline EZ status subgroup. The small sample size of 
the GD groups suggests that global disruptions of the EZ are 
less common in sVMA than focal EZ disruptions. Although 
this makes intuitive sense, a larger study would be needed to 
confirm. The ramification in the current study is that conclu-
sions regarding the GD at baseline groups are not as strongly 
supported due to small sample sizes.

While unknown, one can postulate on possible causes of 
widespread disruptions of the EZ in patients with sVMA with 
GD. VMT and sVMA are often associated with sub- or intra- 
retinal fluid including cystic changes.17 This may be inter-
preted to reflect a disturbance in the homeostasis of the meta-
bolism in the retina, and in particular, fluids crossing the retina. 
Sub- and intra-retinal fluid leads to distress of the photorecep-
tors that is observed morphologically as EZ changes. 
Additionally, vitreoretinal traction outside the macular area 
has also been described, which could to some extent explain 
disruptions of the EZ outside the area of focal VMT.18

Table 3 Status of Ocular Symptoms Starting at or After Injection and at the End of Follow-Up for the Study Eye, Irrespective of 
Vitrectomy

Ocular Symptom* Ocriplasmin (N=134)

Patients with Symptoms Starting at 
or After Injection 

n (%)

Ongoing† Status at the End of 
Follow-Up of Symptoms Starting at 

or After Injection 
x/n (%)

Floaters 42 (31.3) 19/42 (45.2)
Decreased visual acuity 32 (23.9) 18/32 (56.3)

Photopsia (flashing lights, flashing vision) 32 (23.9) 7/32 (21.9)

Eye pain/ocular discomfort 29 (21.6) 3/29 (10.3)
Other ocular symptom 25 (18.7) 10/25 (40.0)

Metamorphopsia 17 (12.7) 11/17 (64.7)

Photophobia 10 (7.5) 1/10 (10.0)
Eye redness 9 (6.7) 1/9 (11.1)

Changes in color vision 8 (6.0) 0

Central visual field defect/central black spot 7 (5.2) 2/7 (28.6)
Lacrimation disorder (including dry eye) 6 (4.5) 4/6 (66.7)

Difficulty to read at near 4 (3.0) ¼ (25.0)

Foreign body sensation in eyes 4 (3.0) ¼ (25.0)
Glare, including halo vision 3 (2.2) 2/3 (66.7)

Headache 3 (2.2) 2/3 (66.7)

Tunnel vision 1 (0.7) 1/1 (100.0)
Dark adaptation problems 0 0

Micropsia 0 0

Night blindness 0 0

Notes: Percentages for the number of patients with symptoms is based on the number of patients in the analysis set (N), and percentage for the ongoing status is based on 
the number having the specific symptom. A subject is counted only once in each symptom category. If more than one report of the same symptom category occurs for 
a given subject, the worst outcome recorded is tabulated. *Ocular symptoms are those collected on a solicited list of 19 terms, and do not necessarily correspond to 
a Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) preferred term. †Ongoing means during the assessment of the investigator at the end of the follow-up period (up 
to 6 months after ocriplasmin).
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In previous studies with ocriplasmin, EZ changes 
were reported to be transient and often resolved 
between a few months and 1 year, depending on the 
length of the follow-up period.9,10,14–16 The data pre-
sented here for eyes without EZ disruptions at baseline 
are consistent with these earlier reports in that over 
three-quarters of these eyes had improvement/resolu-
tion at LO. It is salient to note that the mean time for 
LO in this study was less than 5 months after ocri-
plasmin treatment. Although inclusion into the study 
required both 6 months of follow-up and at least two 
SD-OCT scans following ocriplasmin, it did not dictate 
at what time post-ocriplasmin the last scan had to be 
obtained. As noted, the mean time at LO for all eyes 
was Day 114. For 14 eyes including 13 that underwent 
vitrectomy, LO was on or before Day 21. Most eyes 
that did not undergo vitrectomy had LO after Day 90; 
however, about 15% of eyes had LO earlier than this. 
The shorter duration of follow-up in this study may 
explain the higher rates of eyes with EZ disruptions at 
LO. Notwithstanding the fact that OZONE does not 
provide a clear indication of the status of the retina 6 
months after treatment with ocriplasmin, the results of 
this study expand on earlier studies by suggesting that 
EZ status at baseline is a predictor whether disruptions 
of the EZ, principally FD, will be persistent.

In general, there was no clear relationship between 
EZ status and BCVA. Eyes without EZ disruptions at 
baseline tended to have better BCVA at LO; however, 
there was much variability among eyes in BCVA at 
LO and the timing at which LO measurements were 
obtained.

There were no new safety findings in this study and 
the types of ADRs reported were similar to those 
reported in previous clinical studies of 
ocriplasmin.8,19 All ADRs were ocular in nature, with 
vitreous floaters, reduced VA, SRF, and photopsia 
being the most commonly reported.

The ocular symptoms reported also revealed no 
new safety findings. The report of ocular symptoms 
differs from reports of ADRs in several ways. Ocular 
symptom terms do not necessarily correspond to 
MedDRA preferred terms. In this study, an ADR was 
recorded for reactions for which the treating physician 
felt there was a reasonable possibility of a causal 
relationship between the retrospective data and the 
medicinal product. Ocular symptoms were collected 
in a solicited fashion which may have had an impact 

on reporting rates as it might include capture of symp-
toms of sVMA present at the time of ocriplasmin 
administration.

The retrospective nature of the study design of OZONE 
is associated with several methodological limitations when 
comparing the results with those of prospective studies. 
Because the frequency and timing of patient visits were at 
the discretion of the treating physician, some research ques-
tions could not be answered as originally planned (eg, 
“time-to-event” analyses). The flexibility in the follow-up 
schedule and the requirement of multiple post-treatment 
SD-OCT scans may have resulted in the selection of 
patients who required more care after treatment compared 
with patients who responded well and did not return for 
extended follow-up. Also, a focus on visits in which SD- 
OCT scans were obtained likely prevented an accurate 
assessment of final BCVA outcomes following ocriplasmin 
treatment.

The results from this study provide new insights into 
the prevalence of EZ disruptions in sVMA and suggest 
that EZ disruptions are common in the natural history of 
sVMA. Further, EZ status at the time of ocriplasmin 
administration is likely a better predictor of what EZ status 
will be at LO than solely the fact that sVMA had been 
treated with ocriplasmin.
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